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Motivation
Cross-elasticities (CE) of demand not well understood
 Difficult to establish rule-of-thumbs
 CE known to be context dependent
 Reviews of CE are rare
 Reviews of CE between PT modes even more rare
Some possible uses:
 Help shift passenger flows away from overcrowded PT modes 
and onto higher capacity modes
 Planning for and handling of unplanned disruptions and strikes 
 Inform competition legislation/regulation
 Deregulated markets: Knowledge of intra-PT modal competition 
a competitive advantage
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Relationships
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Δ Demand rail
Δ IVT Δ Wait timeΔ Fares
Δ Demand bus Δ Demand LRTΔ Demand metro
Own-
elasticity
Diversion 
factors
Cross-
elasticity
Market 
shares
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Example:
Δ Demand rail:
-5%
Δ Rail fares:
+10%
Δ Demand bus:
+2.8%
Δ Demand LRT: 
+0.1%
Δ Demand metro: 
+1.0%
Own elasticity: 
-0.5
Implied cross 
elasticity: 0.1 0.28 0.01
Diversion to other 
modes + market 
share effect
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Literature review and meta-analysis
Traditional library searches + contacted network
20 literature sources identified
 15 primary sources and 5 secondary (cited) sources
 Dominance of UK/US/Australian studies
 Dominance of RP studies
 Published between 1973 and 2015
 Total 174 different cross-elasticity estimates
Each CE estimate is coded with info about:
 Source, location, year, study type, data type, method, trip 
purpose, estimated cross elasticity estimate, estimated CE,
attribute, T-value, confidence interval, etc.
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Average cross-elasticity values found
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Demand
for..
With 
respect 
to..
Fare IVT Wait 
time
Access/ 
egress/ 
transfer time
Inter-
changes
Light rail Bus 0.21 0.15 0.06 0.03 0.23
Rail 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.01
Bus Light rail 0.16 0.15 0.05 0.38 0.17
Rail 0.28 0.48 0.22 0.15 0.03
Metro 0.16
Rail Light rail 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.11 0.06
Bus 0.15 0.26 0.08 0.13 0.24
Metro Bus 0.21
Rail 0.10
Bold: N≥3
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Statistical (formal) 
meta-analysis
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Coeff.
M
od
al
 re
la
tio
n Affected × Altered modeRail × Bus Ref
Rail × Light Rail -1.117**
Light rail × Rail -1.442***
Light rail × Bus 0.142
Bus × Light Rail 0.511
Bus × Rail 0.138
At
tri
bu
te
Fare Ref
In-vehicle time 0.467***
Wait time/headway -0.442**
Access/egr/transf time 0.245
No. of interchanges 0.191
Lo
ca
tio
n
Australia Ref
Europe -0.671
Norway -0.0629
US 0.48
United Kingdom 0.477**
LN(Rel. market share) 0.459***
M
et
ho
d RP Ref
SP 0.703**
Combined RP-SP -0.00486
Constant -2.433***
Dependent variable: LN(CE)
Observations: 171
Adj. Rsq: 0.428
Log Likelihood: -210.8
*** p<0.01; ** p<0.05; * p<0.1
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Summary
Bus competes with all other PT modes
 Competition between rail and LRT is almost non-existing
Travel time has strongest impact on PT mode choice
 Followed by fare, access/egress/transfer time and interchanges
Higher cross elasticities found in 
 UK studies 
 Stated preference method
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Discussion
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Scale effect / different ‘roles’ of different PT modes 
Policy implications
 Focus on travel time to extent it is possible; easier to alter fares
Transferability of findings
 Analysis controls for key variables, including relative market shares 
 Still strong context dependence
Caveats 
 Low N – in total and when broken down to specific CE
 Strong context dependence
 Urban PT modes usually coordinated so limited head-on competition
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Metro
Scale of operation – Oslo 
Rail
Bus
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Thank you
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